RAYMOND ALEXANDER WEBB

3 MARCH 1925 - 11 JULY 2008
T.Eng (CEI), FSERT.
Major (QM) (Retd) Royal Signals

The funeral service was held at Darlington Crematorium Monday 21st July
at 2.15pm. There was a request for family flowers only but if desired
donations for The Royal Signals Benevolent Fund c/o John Blenkiron &
Sons Ltd., F/D Victoria House, 21 Queens Road, Richmond N.Yorks.
DL10 4AJ.
At the Chapel, set in the main cemetery surrounded by mature trees with
birds singing and grey squirrels running amongst the parked cars, the local
branch of the RSA (lead by Bill Lerigo) lined each side of the short path to
the Chapel entrance. Behind one line stood a solitary member of the RSA
with the branch Corps flag lowered in respect.
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Ray arrived promptly (five minutes before parade), dressed from head to toe
in a smart Union flag with flowers lying across the top. Two large
limousines brought two of his sons and family members to the entrance and
they followed Ray into the building. Then followed the rest of those paying
their last respects to a dear friend and family head.
Some fifty plus filled the small Chapel and there was not a spare seat to be
seen. Another six were seated in a small en suite glass annex on the left of
the main Chapel and there at the front of the Chapel was the man at right
angles, on the top perch in the middle was his car number plate in yellow –
G3EKL – with flowers either side.
The service was taken by a lady priest and after the initial hymn of “Fight
the Good Fight with all thy might” she handed over to Stephen, the eldest of
three sons, who spoke at length about Ray as the head of the family, as the
RSARS member and as the soldier. Then number two son Brian spoke with
great emotion of his Dad, and because technology and Murphy were still
playing havoc with life, Ray’s other son was still stuck in Canada following
the cancellation of his flight due to aircraft technical problems. But he also
sent words that were read to all, finally saying “CQ CQ from G3EKL.
G3EKL now signing off and out.” There was not a dry eye in the chapel by
this time.
A prayer and another hymn “The day thou gavest, Lord is ended”, followed
by the Blessing and final dedication and as Ray set off on his final trip and
the curtains closed, the Corps march (‘Begone Dull Care’) came drifting
through the walls. As we left the Chapel to the sound of the Corps band, one
felt as though Ray was there saying “Hey Ho! there we go again.”
RSARS were represented by G2ABR, G3PNF, G4ETG and GM4EMX.
RAYNET and the Harrogate Repeater Group by G4HVA, G4MEU,
G4NUY, G7NKJ and GØRHI and other colleagues. RSA by Bill Lerigo and
a very strong RSA representation from Richmond and Darlington together
with many local amateurs including G3JZP, G8YPN, G4VXQ, G8PYN and
others.
After the service all were invited to the Catterick Bridge House Hotel near
Catterick Racecourse and on arrival a fine spread was laid on. Most
interesting was another long table with many photographs taken from as far
back as 1960 through to Ray’s retirement as a Retired Officer at 8 Signal
Regiment in the late 80’s.
Ray was commissioned into the Royal Corps of Signals 8th July 1963.
He had enlisted as a Boy on 6th July 1939 and was trained as a Radio
Technician. He served with high power long distance wireless units in the
Far East, Singapore, Java etc. In the 1950’s he became involved in Radio
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Relay particularly the setting up of the BRUIN system in Germany. This
was followed by a spell as a Radio Relay Instructor at Catterick.
Following postings to Sharjah:-

and Singapore 47/48 VS1BA 23rd Fd Regt RA , Hong Kong Signal troop
1949, Cyprus 1953, 4, 5, 6 ZC4BA and Netheravon he reached Catterick in
the mid-1970’s.
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Ray’s military history is as follows:Unit

Years (from-to)

BTC – “F” Company
1939-42
War Office Signal Regiment
1943-44
“Y” List
1944
1 GTTB
1944-45
34 HS Section
1945
11 M Section
1946
GHQ Signals Singapore
1947-48
23 Fd Regiment RA
1948-49
War Office Signal Regiment
1950-51-52
3 GHQ Signals – Fayid
1952-53
3 GHQ Signals – Cyprus
1954-55-56
4 TR
1956-57-58-59-60
2 Div Signal Regiment
1960-61-62-63
610 Signal Troop
1963-64-65-66
30 SR
1966-67-68-69
British Troops Sharjah
1972-73-74
8 SR
1975- 82
On retiring from the Army on 3rd March 1982 he remained with 8 Signal
Regiment, Catterick as an RO3 until his retirement in 1988.

He filled various offices in RSARS being among the first to join the Society
shortly after its formation and eventually taking over as Secretary. He was
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instrumental in building up the Society’s HQ station to a very high standard
and introduced the Slow Morse Practice transmissions radiated on HF and
VHF twice a week for many years.
These computer-controlled
transmissions were exceedingly popular and generated much useful publicity
for the Corps.
In September 1987 he handed over as Secretary to Roy Walmsley G3IBB
but 9 months later took over again on Roy’s sudden death four days before
the AGM. He continued as Secretary until 1993 when the duties were
passed to Major A. Sugdon, G3UNC. In July 1993 at the AGM he was
appointed Vice-President RSARS, the previous and first Vice-President Maj.
Gen Eric S. Cole, G2EC having died on 19th December 1992.
Within RSARS Ray’s posts were:
Editor “MERCURY” August 1967 – June 1969
Treasurer July 1967 – April 1969 and July 1993 – March 1995
General Secretary:
August 1967 – April 1969
January 1978 – June 1981
May 1985 – October 1987
June 1988 – January 1994
Awards & Contests Manager June 1981 – April 1982
Appointed LHVP June 1992
Appointed Vice-President June 1993
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Ray’s intensive activities at RSARS level continued until just a few hours
before his death – his regular column “V-P’s Vibes” for “MERCURY” was
received by the Editor on 9th July 2008 – it was printed posthumously in the
July issue (No. 150) and is reproduced here:V-P’s VIBES
G3EKL
Our fiftieth AGM was held over the last weekend in June and thanks are due
to Ken, G3RGE and Jim, G3WGM for organising that day. It was a pity not
to be as elaborate as some might have liked - it is reported elsewhere.
A little history: the Society was formed in Blandford in June 1961 and those
present then are shown in the History - the Council consisted of the
President, Vice-President, Treasurer, HQ Secretary and Field Secretary.
AGM's were held at the MoD and Minutes are not available but all
Command Reps were "ordered" to attend so the ratio of "disinterested" to
amateurs was about fifty/fifty. Minutes are available from 1964 when the
AGM, held in the MoD, had 14 attending. 1965 again in the MoD 16
registered. 1966 AGM was held in Seymour Hall with 45 signing in. Slight
change of venue for the 1967 AGM, in London, at the Horticultural Hall
with 37 booking in. 1968 the AGM was in the New Horticultural Hall where
33 registered. 1969, again London, in the Royal Horticultural Hall where 22
dropped in. 1970 AGM, still in London, had 28 registered.
All these meetings, arranged by the HQ Secretary, were held in the autumn
and the Command Reps were dropped from 1970. A change of pattern in
1971 when HQ moved out of London with AGM's being arranged in
Blandford soon to be tied-in with the RSA Annual weekend, using the
Princess Mary Hall. That year there were 33, 1972 only 25, 1973 again 25,
1974 with 60 registered. 1975 saw 50 sign in. 1976 we met at Granby Halls,
Leicester where 53 were squeezed into a very small room. There was no
AGM for 1977 and HQ moved North to Catterick Garrison. The AGM was
still tied with the Association weekend with a regular attendance of 50 plus
and remained like this until HQ moved back to Blandford in 1994. AGM's
reverted to the Princess Mary Hall with attendances that year in excess of
eighty but year on year figures have dwindled steadily - asking members
where else to try invariably suggested to stay in Blandford yet those
attending have just steadily dribbled down to where Council stopped using
the Princess Mary Hall in 2006 as it was embarrassing to sit there with more
Council members aligned around the stage than ordinary members to report
to! I appreciate age is against a lot of us, travel expenditure is crippling and
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the number of FULL (ex Signals members) who still know Blandford are
steadily dwindling.
If you've read this far and are still alert to prove Blandford is also alive I
suggest you look at the August 2008 "Monitoring Monthly" magazine –
(ISBN-1749-7809) http://www.monitoringmonthly.co.uk where you'll find
a six page colour article on "Cadet Communications" and positive mention
of Royal Signals where our ACF/CCF Representative is involved. I have no
connection with the magazine but have been a regular reader since it was
introduced February 2006 replacing the SWM and some other poorly
supported radio magazines - it covers a breadth of comms aspects and might
be a source for new members.
Quite a bit of movement on Council - cheerio and thank you to Hugh,
G8TMA who has been the Serving Members’ Rep for many years and
welcome Phil Tonks filling the same duty. Farewell also to Ron, G3SZS
from the senior Non-Serving Members’ Rep slot and hello to Nick, G3RWF
dropping into the vacancy.
Congratulations to Dennis, GW4XKE who was granted Honorary Life
Membership by Council at the AGM this year for his unstinting service to
the Society over many years.
A warm welcome also to another Rally Rep for the South West - Tony,
G4BCX.
The accurate QSL Bureau report shows that, despite every attempt to
activate members, less than half of the membership are aware of the
deliberate interference our various Nets experience.
In earlier "Vibes" I thanked MØOIC for his attempts with Ofcom and RSGB
AROS to determine exactly were the QRM is coming from but so far no
positive result. Even fewer of you will have seen emails originated by
GM4FOZ regarding the Forty metre Net where, in the latest one, Dave feels
Council are unaware of the problem and suggests "a sustained effort be
initiated internally". Despite the inference Council are aware and suggest
that to try and locate the problem accurate HF DF on Forty metres is not
possible unless at least three members of this Net are willing to use AOR LA
390 loops, or similar, to pin point the culprit so if any members are so
interested please contact either of the NSMReps. or GM4FOZ.
I have been an active amateur operator since 1946 but admit this is the
lowest period of HF activity I can recall. The bottom of this cycle MUST
improve so keep listening and Seventeen, Fifteen and Ten will come to life
and allow contact with the few Overseas members we still have.
Rather more from me than usual - I must have caught the "Reflector" bug!
73 de Ray
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Apart from his activities in RSARS he was Zonal Representative of
RAYNET for Yorkshire, and Treasurer for the first company formed by
RAYNET. He celebrated his 25 years service in February 2005. The Radio
Amateurs’ Emergency Network is the UK’s national voluntary
communications service provided for the community by licensed radio
amateurs.
RAYNET was formed in 1953 following the severe East coast flooding, to
provide a way of organising the valuable resource that Amateur Radio is
able to provide to the community.
Since then, it has grown into a very active organisation with around 2000
members, providing communication assistance on many hundreds of events
each year.
Within the archive of proceedings of RAYNET are:Raynet News – March 2001
As the Chairman, Ron Cowan, GM4SRL, and Tom Stewart, GM0BKX were
in Yorkshire on Wednesday, they took the opportunity to present an
engraved crystal bowl and a Caithness paperweight to Ray Webb, G3EKL,
who recently retired from the position of Network treasurer.
Ron thanked Ray, who was treasurer from 1993 until 2000, for the excellent
service which he provided, and for his input to the Committee of
Management during that time.
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Review of 2001 – dated December 2001
March also saw the retirement of Ray Webb G3EKL who had served the
Network as its Treasurer since its formation.
He was also a very active life member of the Royal Signals Association.
Brigadier M.W.H. Roberts, OBE., (GØOBV) in his capacity as President of
the North East Area of the Royal Signals Association, presented him (the
youngest of 8 Catterick Branch recipients) with his "Association 50 Year
Badge" on 9th November 1991. The ceremony was the first to be made in
respect of this award which is granted in recognition of 50 years continuous
service to Royal Signals either in uniform or with the Royal Signals
Association. The letter from Major General Paul D. Alexander CB., MBE.,
the Chairman of the Royal Signals Association to Ray read "Many
congratulations! The Central Committee at its meeting in November were
pleased to approve the award to you of The Association 50 Year Badge. This
is a prestigious award and, on behalf of the Corps and the Association, I
send my warm thanks to you for your contribution to both over all these
years." Ray was at the time the Branch Treasurer.
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• His father had been the British Legion Pensions Secretary from 1921
until retiring in July 1958 and was appointed CBE in 1957 for his
RBL work.
• Ray’s wife Daphne (née Luscombe) (whom he married in 1950) died
on 29 November2003 aged 75 years. Daphne was the daughter of Les
G8NY RSARS 486.
He leaves three sons - Brian, Douglas, Stephen and 7 grandchildren.
Ray was very much interested in most things mechanical/electrical
especially steam engines and railways [LNER and London Transport in
particular] and was almost a constant dog owner and for the past 30 years,
cats as well.
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G3EKL RIP a friend, a past Military Colleague and Boss
Kit Hall
GM4EMX (MP4TCR, DA2WN)
I first came to know of the name Tiny Webb in 1968 when I was a
member of the local Army radio club in Sharjah in 1968. Then I was a
young 18-year-old in the Queen’s Company of the 1st Battalion Grenadier
Guards. The name Tiny was mentioned by a new club member who joined a
few months after I joined, this was a chap called Derek Lease G3RKN
(MP4TAF). Derek mentioned Tiny quite a lot, and I got to know as G3EKL,
as I left Sharjah in 1969 as MP4TCR and MP4BHT (RSARS 404) for cold
UK. Derek mentioned that Tiny was on his way out to join BTS (British
Troops Sharjah) as a Captain QM (and he was aware of my interest in all
things radio). And as I went on my way Derek said “By the way young man
you should join a real unit like the Signals”.
On return to the UK and public duties at Buck House, St James Palace the
Tower of London in late 1969, the 2i/c of Queen’s Company known as “the
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Captain”, called me into his office and told me he had had a strange phone
call from some officer in the Royal Signals called Webb, stating that I
should be allowed to apply for transfer to the Royal Signals. The 2i/c already
knew of my interest in Amateur Radio and as I was the Platoon Signal
operator said he would sponsor my transfer as he seemed to think he had no
choice in the matter!
So in Oct 1969 I found myself at 11 Signal Regt and then 24 Signal Regt
under training as a Radio Op (Voice and CW) but always found the CW a
slog (but I did visit G3CIO then located outside Vimy A). Again G3EKL
was mentioned and was asking after my progress, though we never spoke
directly. In March 1970 saw a posting to 639 Sig Troop Rear Link (CW)
detachment attached to 94 Locating Regt. in Celle, West Germany. And the
call DA2WN followed.
It is noted that on that tour of Sharjah I meet Mike Joyner MP4TCJ now
GM3EIY (ex GM8FYJ), another close friend of Ray’s over the years and
another who transferred into the Royal Signals by way of Ray’s intervention
(It may be of note that whilst in the Mess at Blandford on the Saturday
night of the RSA Reunion weekend June 2008 I was told that the Corps are
bringing back rear link units as the general Army cannot cope with the
complexities of much of the new radio equipment now coming into
service!).
So whilst at Celle, a tour of NI in 1971, followed by a trade-change to
Combat Radio-Man (forced on me by a change of Army policy) in 1972.
This resulted in a swift posting to 21 Signal Regt (AS) at RAF Gutersloh as
L/Cpl, and in 1974 I obtained the G4EMX call and on a visit to my folks in
Alton, Hants, there came a chance meeting with Jack G3DPS who asked if I
would like to move to Blandford one day. Thoughts turned to G3EKL again
and as I was taking part in the RSARS Nets on 80m as DA2WN chaired by
GW3ASW Cyril, and I worked G3EKL many times - by now along with the
other regulars of that period. The mind started to go back to Sharjah and the
hand of Ray!
In 1977 as a Cpl I received a posting notice to 30 Signal Regt Blandford.
Ah ha! Words of Jack, or maybe G3EKL. But just as the MFO boxes were
being ordered I was told I was off to Catterick 8 Signal Regt and Schemes
Troop as a detachment commander. On arrival I was told my house was in
Somerset Close and its already for you, here are the house keys. The QM’s
department has organised it – seems you have friends in high places said the
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troop YofS. Yes, you’re right! Who was the QM 8 Sigs at that time? One
Maj R Webb G3EKL.
We never meet at first but shortly afterwards I went to G3CIO and met
Ray and my family were invited for tea with Ray and Daph in Scotton,
where he had recently moved to. But as a Cpl in the ranks and he in the
Mess we could not meet at work. But via the Club we got on well and that
Christmas of 1977 saw presents appear on the clothes post at the bottom of
the garden of my Army quarter for the kids from Ray and Daph.
In 1978 saw my promotion to Sgt and a move to Training Sgt Admin for
Vimy C. And then in the conversation one club evening was mention of
G4RS being moved to Catterick. By the AGM of 1978 we had G4RS moved
and I had a second job as Station Manger G4RS. At Council Meetings such
worthy gentlemen as G3ONU, G3NVK, G3ADZ, G3DBU, G3TAN,
G3YSK, G3UUA, G3DPS and G3IBB were in attendance and I was able to
meet them.
By late 1978 saw more of my Army time going to RSARS with the help
of G3EJF and others in the TTS (Trade Training School) - (pushed by
G3EKL again!). I was now taking technical trades and upgraders on two
periods in each of their course syllabus called, “Introduction to Electronics
as a Hobby”. One period in the TTS Cinema with a talk and a short film
about the hobby. This was then followed by the second period in G4RS.
Ray managed to get a slow Morse Generator built by the TTS staff (long
before black boxes could be purchased in the shops) and I was now putting
out slow Morse (error free) on Tuesdays and Thursdays at a set time. If I
was a minute late Maj. Webb was on my case the next day as he monitored
events every night.
We had Club nights twice a week (locals came in one night) the other was
for serving soldiers and G3EKL was there to check the room was open on
time by yours truly. When MPBW said the wooden hut we were in 1978 had
to be knocked down for a new MT park. Again Ray got us moved only two
huts away but still a major shift (turns out the second should have been the
first one, but some one in MPBW could not count, but hey ho!). Then after I
left in 1979 on posting, that second building had to come down and Ray
found a third building that G4RS stayed into right up to its return to
Blandford in the mid 80’s. The knack of being the Regimental QM of 8 Sigs
really has its uses!
From late 1978 to posting in late 1979 I was transferred to the QM staff to
be Sgt i/c Resettlement Accommodation (Virgin Villas) and North Hall. And
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my boss was a Maj Webb! We had our differences but I look back on some
of his lectures and strong advice at work and yes, I did learn by them in
many ways!
Ray had me doing shows with G4RS at weekend, We did Alexander
Palace for the RSGB show, Richmond Meet. All to get G4RS on the road
and to get the RSARS name out in the public arena.
Then Ray in 1979 came up with the idea of selling RSARS to the public,
even more than G4RS just going to weekend events. And through Royal
Signals Manning and Records, a volunteer was nominated to join the Royal
Signals Display Team (yes G4ETG was press-ganged). So as I left in late
1979 to join 14 Signal Regt (EW) back in Germany at Shauen, just north of
Celle as a Sgt on posting and shortly afterwards as SSGT. Dave arrived at
Catterick in 1980. And flew the G3SIG flag (and the RSARS banner) on the
road all over the UK. All thanks to the suggestive powers of Maj Webb!
(Read more on this and G4ETG in “MERCURY” No. 73 <pages 25 & 26>
11/82.
And again as I left a new Station Manager arrived on posting (how
convenient this all works out, with G3EKL at the helm) Paul G4DBY
became my replacement at G4RS.
On arrival at 14 Signal Regt we had a big problem with young lads getting
bored. So after a few phone calls and exchange of letters with Ray G3EKL,
and with the help of a local G4 living on the German system as DJØSS. We
formed DJØCL, much to the upset of GCHQ and the Intelligence boys. At
first the Club was to be off camp, but behind the scenes a Maj Webb from
afar in the UK spoke to the right people and somehow we managed to open
the Club within an EW (Electronic Warfare) Regt perched right on the
East/West German Border.
We had a clubroom with furniture, but no equipment. Again QM Maj
Webb was there to help, the HF Swan Cygnet (Nuffield Trust) and VHF
KDM 2000 multi-mode were transferred from G3CIO QM inventory to QM
14 Signal Regt (EW) together with two RA14 HF Receivers from
somewhere. The QM at 14 said “Staff you seem to have friends in strange
places to get these bits shipped in”. Ray certainly knew the way to get
things done. (The full story on DA2CL can be read in “MERCURY” No. 73
<pages 40, 41 & 42> 11/82.
In November 1982, I decided to purchase my discharge from the Army
for many reasons. I was one of the few SNCO’s at 14 that had a Bundespost
phone in my quarter. Ray was on the phone within 48 hours of my unit
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advising Manning and Records that I was leaving. I was (and I don’t mind
admitting) offered by Ray any posting I wanted anywhere that Royal Signals
had a presence, as long as I did not leave the Army. However I am my own
man, and rightly or wrongly, I opted for a new life outside the Army. I don’t
think Ray ever forgave me for that move!
Once settled in Aberdeen, Ray supported the setting up of the GB7EMX
HF AMTOR RSARS Mailbox in Aberdeen in the late 1980’s early 90’s
(along with G3DSS and the AMTOR box at G4RS, by this time back at
Blandford).
On the outside of Army life Ray was still there, Daph still wrote to the
children and when I remarried we where invited by Daph to call in and visit
on more than one occasion as we drove down the A1 from Scotland to my
folks in Hampshire. And at the AGM in 1992 (as the Non-Serving Members’
Rep) I took Rebecca (then four months old – now 16) to see Daph and Ray.
And when later I ended up bringing Rebecca up on my own, Daph and Ray
were still supportive and Ray was on the phone most weeks until Daph went
SK. Thereafter we spoke monthly and weekly by email, along with extra
phone calls as appropriate.
I last spoke to Ray on the fixed wall Phone from G4RS as he watched the
2008 AGM by a MilNet webcam. I had been due to visit him at his home in
Scotton on Thursday10th May after a visit to Middlesbrough on business but
could not raise him on the phone to confirm I was driving across to Scotton,
so headed home to Aberdeen.
Ray Webb G3EKL was a true gentleman, he had a reputation because of
his stature. In the Army I would say he did not suffer fools gladly and
because he saw through those that tried it on, many SNCOs did not like him
- nor did some fellow Officers below and above his rank - that is because
he was a soldier and due to his length of service and experience knew how
the system worked and stood for no bullshit from anyone. If you knew him,
you knew that really Ray was a big teddy bear, that cared immensely about
the Corps, about radio, about individuals and their welfare, and by far he
cared about RSARS.
RIP G3EKL - a true Military colleague and friend over 40 years.
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EDITOR’S OF THE WORLD UNITE!
It should not be forgotten that Ray was Editor “MERCURY” for issues
20 to 26 inclusive during 1967/1970:
likewise Jack G3DPS
performed this essential and vital task for the Society for issues 41-54
(1975 to 1978) and again from 1979 to mid-1982, covering issues 5972 inclusive.
This pair of happy, hard-working souls had a sense of humour that
reflects even now after their passing - “the Good Old Days” and one
of the best examples of this is the special platoon that they created –
Webb’s Own – the 73rd/88th Foot & Mouth.
There were many appearances of this specialist organisation within
the columns of the Society’s journal but sadly now the Unit is
disbanded. For the record, however, reproduced below are two
ancient photographs of the members together with details of how, by
typewriter, they were created.

First works parade Catterick 1971

Formal parade Blandford 1973
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1. Type row of small letter o
2. Type row of ' on same line
3. Type row of / at space-bar-down position
4. Half space down type row of figure 0 underneath
5. Type row of hyphen - over
6. Half space down and type row of "
An amusing controversy raged for some years as to the
arms the men were carrying – were they rifles or not? It was
finally agreed that they were in fact pikes!
G3NVK Editor “MERCURY” since November 1982
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REQUIESCAT IN PACE
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